It is found that the texture analysis is an effective method for improving the accuracy of the SAR image interpretation.
In the past twenty years, the texture analysis had been widely applied in computer vision and biology. 
Because the gray co-occurrence is a function of 
Experiment and result analysis

Methodology and procedure
The experimental data was an image of Canada GLOBE/SAR HV with an image size of 1000X1 000. The gray value difference and contrast were little in the image, especially, because the front mountain slope and residence district had stronger scattering. Therefore, the original image was very difficult to used to define the image texture the calculations of the following
(3)
classify. In our experiment, Eqs.
(1)-(4) were used to calculate the texture features firstly for further auxiliary classification. The calculation procedure is shown in Fig. 1 .
In the experiment, various windows, gray values, directions and distances were selected to compute the texture-features of the SAR image. It was found from these texture feature images that when the calculation direction was parallel to the flight direction and the distance was equal to 1, and then the moving window size had an effect on the texture sparkle size. Furthermore, for different spatial resolutions, different windows were needed to process the original images. However, when a window of 7X 7 was used in the experimental zones, the calculation results were the best. When the calculation direction was parallel to the flight direction, the distance was equal to 1. And when the moving wir~dow size
